
THE FIRST HIGH-PERFORMANCE,
INTELLIGENT AND SUSTAINABLE FRYER EVER MADE



MODEL: N7FRE15HPA

PHENOMENAL IN 
THE RIGHT PLACE
Even in a small place, maximum efficiency in 

terms of: 

◆ PRODUCTIVITY

◆ CONSUMPTIONS 

◆ USER

COOKINGCORE
The software which manages all tasks (programs 

and recipes, oil filtration, washing program), 

corrects human errors (intelligent cooking 

system) and anticipates the need for raw 

materials. Its learning matrix ensures perfect 
results every time.

WHAT IS THE BENEFIT FOR 
THE USER?
Saving space and time, multifunctionality, 

easy to use and clean. The reduction of 

energy consumption, resources and waste, the 

improvement of the atmosphere in the kitchen. 

The user can count on a valid collaborator who 

assists, helps and allows him to devote himself to 

the pleasant part of his work. Do more without 

stress.

N7FRE15HPA 
FRYER S.700 15LT 
ELECTRIC
SuperFry 700, thanks to the innovative high-

efficiency electric heating system, it allows a 

high and constant production, guaranteeing 

considerable energy saving.

Thanks to its intelligent cooking system and 

connectivity, SuperFry 700 allows you to program 

and correct its operations even remotely: 

automatic filtration of hot oil, lifting of the 

baskets linked to the recipes, washing program, 

etc. All included in 70 cm depth!

Dimension: 400x730x900 mm

Power: 14 kW
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TECHNICAL INFO
◆ Tilting flat heating elements to maximize both 

easy cleaning and highest cooking efficiency.

◆ AISI 304 Y-shaped frypot with wide cold zone to 

drain the impurities (with filter).

◆ Intuitive 7” coloured touch screen with 
interactive icons.

◆ Library with 20 different programs configurable 
and personalizable. All of them managed by the 
automatic basket lifters.

◆ Express filtration system integrated for the 
fastest warm oil filtration. 

◆ Intelligent Cooking System (ICS) for automatic 
load managing to reduce human errors and 
maximize both quality and replicability.

◆ Cleaning program with chemical tabs - OFF 

TABS.

◆ MELTING function for the most gradual solid 
greases fusion and ECO mode to maximize the 
energy saving while the fryer is not used. 

◆ USB/WIFI connectivity to the Cooking Cloud to 
surf and handle real-time all your fryer’s data.



DESIGNED
TO MAKE YOUR DAY! 

superfry.eu - offcar.com


